1. Introduction and summary. -Studies of real lattice configurations with no loops have repeatedly appeared in the literature in connection with detailed field theoretical calculations of branched dilute polymers (Lubensky [1] , Lubensky and Isaacson [2] ), and also in a percolation context (Stephen [3] , Wu [4] , Straley [5] ).
In the latter case, the fundamental physical question of whether or not the configurational entropy and distribution of such clusters is sufficient to ensure percolation ('tree percolation') has led to completely contradictory conclusions thus far. A closely related topic is the calculation of the mean cyclomatic number for normal percolation. Trees make no contribution to this quantity, which has been put forward as a measure of the degree of ramification of a cluster in a set of numerical studies (Domb [6] , Cherry and Domb [7] ) and it is a conclusion of such studies that the mean cyclomatic number in the vicinity of the critical probability p,,, is o very small ».
While the specihc weighting of cluster and boundary sites (or bonds) required in percolation is not directly relevant to the statistics of polymers on a lattice, it will be shown in 2 that the series expansions for the mean cyclomatic number help to extend information on the total number of trees for both site and bond configurations (i.e. strong and weak embeddings for a given size of cluster).
Of interest also, is the correlation between site (and bond) valence and the existence of closed loops in a configuration.
The valence of a site (bond) is the number of site (bond) neighbours belonging to the same cluster (Duarte and Ruskin [8] ) and the theory of free treelike graphs with restricted valence has been the subject of considerable combinatorial research (see e.g. Klarner and Rivest [9] , Klarner [10] [11] and Cherry and Domb [7] ) in this way, leads to the derivation of linkage rules which relate the number of loops and sites in a configuration to such v-discriminations (in this instance, these refer equally to both strong and weak embeddings).
Trees Let g (sv, nw, c) denote the weak embedding (1) of a given space-type with sv v-sites, nw w-bonds (here, a (i, j)-bond is considered as having a total valence i + j -2), and cyclomatic number c and let g (sv, nw,, c') denote the strong embedding on the covering lattice of the corresponding space-type in the usual bond-to-site transformation, with sÛ,, v'-sites, nw, w'-bonds and cyclomatic number c' :
(1) For a detailed account of graph-theoretical definitions see, for example [18] . (Watson [12] ) the total number of site trees for the Kagomé, square covering and Kagomé matching lattices is just the total number of SAW embeddings (per bond) on the honeycomb, square and triangular lattices, respectively. These have been well studied and the corresponding gene- rating functiôns are known through reasonably high order (Watts [13] and references therein).
To determine the site trees for other lattices which are not covering lattices of any bond problem, the existing valence discriminations can be used (Cherry and Domb [7] , Duarte and Ruskin [8] ). For such lattices, the site valence may always violate (2. 7), but the extent to which it does so depends on the type of embedding and the connectivity of the lattice. For triangular site trees, sU -0 for all v &#x3E; 4 and the same occurs for the archimedean (3, 3, 4, 3, 4) and (3, 3, 3, 4, 4) lattices (Fig. lc) , while maximum valence site trees can easily be drawn on the honeycomb and square lattices (Figs. la and 2a) . On close-packing the latter, trees can still be tetravalent on the square-matching lattice, but then only next-nearest-neighbour connections can be involved (Fig. 2b) , and inevitably, when altemating tetrahedra are suppressed to obtain the square covering lattice such tetravalent trees collapse, as was shown before (Fig. 2c) Tables 1 and II give the values for Tn (per site) in 2 and 3-dimensions, respectively. (3, 3, 3, 4, 4) and (3, 3, 4, 3, 4) [13] with v 3, as could be expected. The comparatively larger uncertainties for the archimedean (3, 3, 3, 4, 4) and (3, 3, 4, 3, 4) and the b.c.c. lattices reflect the difficulties found in the extrapolation analyses as mentioned in 3ii) and 3iv). 4 For all lattices in the first category, the ratio of tree to animal growth parameters, while consistently large, is also found to increase systematically, as one goes from site to bond enumerations on a given lattice.
